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Battle waged o,,er fee i'1crease
Students ·protest fee
in the form of petitions

Special .R8port
'

'

. The Athletic Fee Increase

.

by Lance Turner

McDowell defends per
credit hour proposal
by Leslie Jorgensen

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

•

Tuesday December 6, 1988

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Student opposition to the athletic fee increase
takes the form of a petition.
Laura Brannan, a graduate student studying
C?mmunity Agency Counselling, does not agree
with the Athletic Fee Committee, Athletic Director and Football Coach Gene McDowell or Student
Body President Denver Stutler.
On Dec. 1, Brannan began distributing a petition which states:
"We, the undersigned, oppose the proposed
$6.15 per crecllt hour fucrease for the University of
Central Florida athletic fee .... If passed, the increase will force undergraduate students taking
12 hours of classes to pay $73.80, replacing the
current fee."
The petition, with only limited exposure, bas
acquired over 120 student signatures, as of Dec. 2.
"I'm not opposed to an increase, but I am opposed
to that big of an increase and so quickly,"says
Brannan.

While students at UCF are talcing arms against
the proposed athletic fee increase with petitions
and phone calls, Coach Gene McDowell and his
committee continue to defend it.
The Athletic Fees Committee's proposal would
raise the current fee of $16 plus $1. 92 per credit
hour to $6.15 per credit hour if approved by the
Florida Board of Regents.
The increase is designed to aecom_pany
McDowell's move to Division I-AA in football. The
move to I-AA would allow more scholarships be
given for the football team. The money generated
from the fee would fund additional scholarships
for other sports as well.
McDowell says the team will play much the
same schedule they did this year and wants to
compete on the same level as I-AA teams.
"We have to play a predominantly I-AA schedule anyway," he said. "Nobody is happy about
going to Tallahassee and playing Florida State

SEE PETITIONS PAGE 12

SEE MCDOWELL PAGE 7
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by Bill Foxworthy
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

While a majority of students are
against the proposed athletic fee
hike, many said they would accept a
more moderate increase, according
to an informal telephone poll conducted by The Central Florida Future.
In Thursday's edition, readers
were informed of the proposed hike
and were invited to call in to express
their opinions. Phone lines were

s

I

open for six hours on Friday. During
that time, 28 students spoke outfor the
raise, whi e 51 were against.
While this was not a scientific poll, it
did indicate how strongly students feel
about the issue.
A typical response came from Diane
Akers who said: '1 understand they
need more money to move to I-AA. A
small increase is okay, but they are
increasing my tuition and cutting my
pell grant."
The increase was designed to accommodate students who were taking only
one or two classes per term, attending
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area branches or commuting long distances-typically students who had
fewer opportunities to attend athletic
events.
Yet students like James Lyle said
that students taking heavy class loads
have Jess time to attend as well. "The
more hours you take, the less you're
going to be using athletic services," he
said. "The students paying the most
will be the ones using it the least."
"The idea is to get money for the
Some students focused on football school, but people pay to see winand opposed an increase for a program ners," Scott Fulton said. "Ifyou can't
they feel has not proved itselfready for
SEE POLL PAGE 9
a move to I-AA.

Florida state lottery cuts the university a cool million
Most of the funds UCF will receive from the lottery will be used directly for research on electron lasers and airplane simulators
by Eric Dentel
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF received almost $1
million · of Florida lottery
money this year, most of which
was used to fund high-tech
research, as wen as financial
aid.
The largest portion of this
money, $572,000, is being

spent on research in areas
such as free electron lasers and
airplane simulators.
More than $300,000 was
spent on student financial aid.
The remaining money will
be used for faculty awards
($24,000) and maintenance
($29,000).
Lottery money accounts for
less than two percent ofUCFs
$73 million budget.

UCF faculty and students
are concerned that the money
is being used to replace funds
the university would have received anyway.
Dr. John Bolte, UCFs vice
president of administration
and finance, said that there is
no way to tell for certain that
UCF would not have received
the money from other sources.
"The optimists think the

n"~-w°'Cll

SPORTS
• Find out the details
about former UCF soccer
coach Jim Rudy's move to
Massachusetts. Plus, everything you have ever
wanted to know aboutwomens' volleyball.

lottery money is new money,"
Bolte said. "The pessimists
think that we would have gotten the money anyway. I believe we got a million dollars
more than we would have if
there hadn't been a lottery."
Bolte said UCF is getting a
"pretty fair shot" of the lottery
money, and the amount the
lottery supplied surprised
him.

"I would have estimated
that it would have been half of
what you're seeing now," he
said.
The amount of the lottery
money UCF will receive next
year won't be determined until
the state legislature approves
the '89-'90 budget. Bolte believes inflation and population
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History department
chair to step down
by David Schlenker
MANAGING EDITOR

•

•

•

Dr. Jerrell H. Shofner intends to step down as chair of
the history department in
August because he is "worn
out" and wants to focus his
efforls·on teaching.
He says he is growing weary
of the increasing duties of the
position. "The function of
chairman has become much
more administrative. He is
now a manager," he said.
Shofner has been chair of
the history department for 1 7
years, the longest an~ chair at
UCF has served.
Plans are to step down in
August, but is not certain now
because he feels the university
will have a hard time finding a
replacement right away.
The resignations qf Arts
and Sciences Dean
Jack
Rollins and President Colbourn stopped Shofner from
stepping down earlier."! had
been planning to get out this
summer,"he said. "I was at the
point of putting it in writing
when all this [Colbourn's and
Rollins' resignations] happened."
Upon leaving the position,
Shofner says he is not im-

•

SMITHSONIAN LOAN

UCF researchers are now
ab1e to look at new challenges
in the field of computerized
control as a result of a long
term loan from the National
Air and Space Museum of a
$400,000 flight simulator on
long term loan.
The simulator is now installed at UCF's Institute for
Simulation and Training in
Central Florida Research
Park. The simulator can hr
programmed to duplicate a
range of in-flight activities and
never leave the ground.
The group ofUCF researchers is led by Dr. Richard
Gilson, a human factors psychologist. The research group
hopes to create a network of
computer-based simulators,
using the new simulator as the
key to the project.
The researchers · plan to
concentrate on flight training
research, control and display
research, and simulation networking.
The research
group includes psychologists,
computer engineers, computer
scientists, and instructional
technology faculty. "We want
this to be an inter-disciplinary
effort, with input from acroos
campus," Gilson said.

pressed with the growth of his
department.
.
In order for the department
t o grow, he adds, the university should hire more full-time
professors and less adjunct
teachers.
Along the same lines, Shofner believes department
chairs should play a bigger role
in hiring teachers and other
staff members. "Person n e 1
staffing is the most significant
problem for a university chairman," he said. "It used to be
important that the chairman
appointed someone for a position, now that's not so. We
have a very elaborate committee process."
Another problem Shofner
finds with the position is the
length of the term. He feels the
administration leaves · appointed chairs in office too long
and would like to see the position rotate about every nine
months.
"I don't think the chairmanship should be de-emphasized," he said. "The problem is
we get into a routine."
In the department, Shofner
has been most noted for his
continued research, especially POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE
on Florida history.
UCF ROTC conducts the changing of the guard, accompanied by award ceremony December 1.
SEE SHOFNER PAGE 8

while ignoring quality schools
that don't appear on the lists.
"Students should be looking
at institutions because they're
exciting places and they want
to be there, not because they're
number one on a bloody chart,"
Donald Stewart, president of
the College Board, said.
Robert Atwell, president of
the American Council on Education, stated that admission
exams like the Scholastic Aptitude Test are designed to predict a student's ability, not an
institution's quality.
In a joint letter sent to thousands of college presidents and
higher education officials,
Atwell and Stewart urged institutions to report scores in
ranges, rather than averages
or medians.
Campus officfa ls have also
complained that such lists and
guides can be unfair and destructive when they list certain schools as "party schools."
The lists and guides are
apparently profitable and no
one volunteered to quit publishing them in the wake of
Atwell and Stewart's plea last
week.

sion will be held at the Wymore
Center in Eatonville at 7 p.m.
Other speakers will include
Dr. Deborah McDowell of the
University ofVirgjnia, as well
as Dr. Trudier Harris of the
University of North Carolina.
For more information, contact the Public Affairs Office at
275-2504 or the English Department.
• ONE MORE TIME

All UCF parking lots will be
seal-coated and paint stripped
during the Christmas holidays, Dec. 1 7, 1988 through
Jan. 3, 1989.
All cars must be removed
during that time. If a car is left
in the lots, it will be towed at
the owner's expense. C a r s
that will have to be left on
campus should be parked in a
temporary lot, such as Lot 200
next to the Wayne Densch
Sports Center. The Police
Department will be notified
each day as to which parking
lots will be fixed next.
•

RADAR WATCHING YOU

An increase in speeding on
campus has prompted the
University Police Department
to pull their radar unit off the
• BLACK SYMPOSIUM
A three day public sympo- shelf and put it to use once
sium will be held in January, again.
featuring three eminent
And according to Sergeant
• END OF TESTS
(CPS)Two of the nation's spokespersons discussing the Thomas Blanton, Acting Pabiggest college groups request present and future status of trol Commander, students
receiving tickets will have to
an end to the guidebooks and · Black women.
The program will be pre- pay $52, plus $4 for every
media lists that rank campuses by how high their stu- sented by the UCF Depart- M.P.H. over the posted speed
dents score on admission tests. ment ofEnglish and is co-spon- limit. The tickets issued on
The two groups involved are sored by Valencia and Semi- campus for speeding, unlike
the American Council on Edu- nole Community Colleges and parking tickets, are Uniform
cation and the College Board. the Florida Endowment for the State Traffic Citations, and all
fines and penalties are set by
The presidents of each gro.up Humanities.
Toni Cade Bambara, novel- the state, not by the UCF Pofeel students are fl ocking
unwisely to sch ools deemed ist and short story writ er; wi11 lice Department.
The r adar unit, said Blanselective by th ese publications lead-off on Jan. 18. This ses- ·

ton, is "a device just to let
people know how fast they
actually were traveling." And
since the new program began
Nov. 16, no tickets have been
given; the speeding motorists
were only given written warnings.
Motorist that are stopped
next semester shouldn't expect this courtesy, since the
grace period, commonly given
for programs such as the radar
program, will have passed.
Blanton stressed that this
grace period does not mean
that tickets will not be issued
now. If a motorist is traveling
at a high rate of speed, then
they can expect to be cited.
The excess speeding on
campus has not presented a
accident problem on campus,
but, says Officer Jay Padget,
"what we are trying to do is to
prevent an increase in accidents."
One to two officers per shift
are certified for the radar unit,
having passed a comprehensive 40 hour course.
According to a statement
release by the UPD, students
should be · advised that all
major traffic arteries will be
monitored.
• UCF'S SPACE STATION

in place by the gravity-free
atmosphere.
The students, all are seniors
in mechanical or aerospace
engineering, have until next
spring to develop their concept. There is only 24 such
groups across the country currently preparing space-related
designs.
The student groups this
year are tackling four major
areas, including: Mission to
Planet Earth (assigned to the
UCF team), Humans to Mars,
Outpost on the Moon, and
Exploration of the Solar System.
Dr. Loren Anderson is the
UCF professor who oversees
the research team. Last year's
team created a concept for a
refuse management system.
"The project was very well
received by NASA and now
better than half of that class is
now . working for NASA or
NASA contractors," Anderson
said.
Bill Mahoney, 24, mechanical engjneering major, stated
the work has been difficult, but
also "very fascinating. It's
almost unbelievable, until you
realize what can be done in
space, in an environment that
is free of gravity."

• • •

Engineering students here
Due to a format change, club
at UCF are now working on a info and meeting times are not
concept for a space station being used, on a general basis,
tether that would eventually in News Clips. Campus orbecome a docking point for ganizations are encouraged to
shuttles from earth, an place their information in the
elevator cable for crew and The Central Florida Future's
materials and a hitching post classified section.
for experiments away from the
News Clips are compiled
from local reporting and news
station.
· The tether would be no and wire sources. Direct inthicker than a washline and quiries or submissions to
extend at least 10 kilometers Lance Turner at The Central
or 6.25 miles. It would be kept Florida Future News Office.

•
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SCiENCEAND
ENGINEERING
MAJORS!

U F fieldhouse to
rovide extra parking
by Manin Comas
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Construction of the UCF
fieldhouse could, if funds become available, help alleviate
the problem of overcrowded
parking lots on campus by
providing #00 new parking
spaces.
T~e fieldhouse, along with a
parking lot and ·a track facilities complex, will be built on 70
acres of land near the northeast side of campus adjacent to
Lake Claire.

DRINKIN

Currently, plans and funding for the fieldhouse onle include provisions for 200 paved
parking spaces.
"The projected groundbreaking is scheduled for July,
1989," Peter Newman, assistant director of facilities planning at UCF, explained, "and
the parking lot should be completed by October, 1990."
The current parking lots at
the university do not provide
enough parking spaces for
students, staff, and faculty.
With almost -20,000 students, UCF needs 7900 paved

•
•

The Air Force has openings for men and women in
selected science and engineering
fields. To prepare you for one, you can
apply for an Air Force ROTC scholarship.
See what it can do for you. Contact the campus Air Force ROTC representative today.

parking spaces. Currently
there are only 4500 spaces,
forcing many students to park
on the grass and dirt lots on the
east and north sides of campus, according to Dr. D. Scot
Leftwich, director ofTransportations Systems Institute and
associate professor of engineering.
"Parking is currently a
major problem at UCF,"
leftwfoh explained, "but with
the new fieldhouse parking lot
we expect the problem to be

•

1

•

CAPT DANA WILLIS
407-275-2264

Leadership f.JlceUeoce Starts Here

SEE FIELDHOUSE PAGE 11

Drive Thru

1

Save Time -- Save Money
• BEER -- Kegs & Longnecks •
• SODA • SNACKS • CIGARETTES •
• MILK • ICE • PAPER GOODS •

AND
A
DRIVIN

Bud or Bud Light

1

DON T

Ruffles or Lays

MIX

658.SOD

9th Session

Confirmation Votes

MEASURES UNDER CONSIDERATION
BILLS
2J.10 Revisions to Finance Code: This BUI revises the Student Govemment finance code . (Touttklan.
remains in OAF)
21-11 Revisions to Election Statutes: This Biii revises the Election Statutes for the area campuses. (Fair.
Remlns in E&A)
21-16 Creating new title 1CXX>. This BUI adds a new section to SG Statutes dealing with eflglbllity. (LJR.
tabled In Senate)
2 1-17 Mls.5 UCF Scholarship Pageant: This Biii allocates $125 for ad space In the program book.
(Miranda.Withdrawn)
21-20 Revising Election StaMes - Election Dates: This Bill changes the dotes of the Spring Presldentlol
Election. (Cox. referred to EA)

Walter Robinson Business Seat 6
Dione Scanlon Education Seat 5
Mary Sue Cameron Liberal
Studies Seat 1
Shawn Aaron , Denied Arts &
Sciences Seat 11

MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING
SENATE MEETINGS

BILLS

Students are Invited to attend all
Senate meetings. and to expre~
any Ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Tuesdays@ 3:30 In the University
Dining Room .

21-19 Redistribution of Salaries for Cabinet Members: (Bowen. passed 27-Y. 1-N)
RESOLUTIONS

21-12 Rordlng Smoking Polley: This Resolution encourages all building managers to enforce smoking
policies. (Joseph. Passed 27-Y. lN)

21-14 Congratulating the ACM Programming Team: This Resolution recognizes the accomplishments
of the ACM programming team: (Joseph. Passed by Acclamation)
21-15 Creation of Political Ac11on Team: This Resolution creates a polltlcol action team to act as a
'thlr:tk tonk' for student Issues. (Toutlklan. passed by acclamation)

STUDENTS

•• Leglslotlon In Committee Is Introduced by Senators. and Is not finalized until the full Senate votes.

OAF/C&O FUNDING
"Your club or organization Is ellglbl~ to receive funding for office suppll~s, conference
registration fees, and other special projects. To request funding. stop by the SG offices
and complete one of the request for funding forms and return to Dan Pelletier. Lori
Dickes or Fred Sct}mldt.

If you have any comments, questions or concerns about the Senate Report. or any leglslatlon,
please contact Fred Schmidt
><2191 or In SC 151.

SENATE COMMITTEES review and amend all Leglslatlon before It Is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following
are descriptions of, and the time and day of the committee meetings:

C&O
UR
SPR
EA

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any leglslatlon
requesting fundlf.lg.
Wednesdays@ 1:00 pm. In the Senate Conference Room
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office Supplies/ Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Fridays a@l :DO p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Legislative Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews leglslatoln to change the Constitution. statutes or Rules and
Procedures.
·
Fridays @noon In the Senate Conference Room
Services and Public Relations: This committee reviews all non-funding leglslatlon which deals with student Government
Services. as well as Local. state. and National Issues which directly relate to the students of UCF.
Mondays@ 4:00 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all student Government Appointments. and makes recommendations for chang es tot he Election Statutes.
Wednesdays@ 5:00 p.m. In thePolk Hall Lounge.

PR-Present (not enough lnformotton/unable to decide)

AB-Abstain (confllct of Interest)

Y-Yes

N-No

Paid Advertisement

II
I

L

. II
With Keg Purchase I

-I

r--------$1.79 •$299BUD1
Expires 12-31-88

I

50 LB ICE $2.99

5181 La Ui.sta Drive
Orlando. FL 32806

THE 21st STUDENT SENATE REPORT
November 29, 1988

OAF

$39.99

1 LB BAG CIIlPS

1

·FRE'EICE
50 Lb1
~---------,

KEG BEER

I
L

,

Longnecksl

Six Pack NRB

---------

ARTS & SCIENCES
Matt Boucher
Barbara Papaleo
Richard Zucaro
Lori Dickes
Dana Boyte
Jason DIBona
TOM JOSEPH
David Mann
Scott Bowen
Jay Taylor
OPEN SEAT
Chris Bordlnaro
BUSINESS
Liz Swanson
Phll Crlstello
KATHY JONES
Travis Gunder
Dan Pelletier
Walter Robinson
Chris Toutlklan
James Speake
JOE FERRARI
Jeannie Draper
EDUCATION
Fred Schmidt
Diane Kearney
Kelly Wiggins
Jeff Laing
Diane Scanlon
Lisa Schmidt

ENGINEERING
Fernando Santos
JAMIE COX
JORGE CADIZ
Brian Franklin
JERRY SUITER
Sean Brannan
Nick Evangelo
JEFF EBERLE
HEALTH
Susan Hackett
Cheryl Jensen
LIBERAL STUDIES
ary ;SUe Cameron
Andy Worrall
AT-LARGE
Gordon.Miranda
BREVARD
Cathy Taylor
DAYTONA
Denise Fair
SOUTH ORLANDO
Michelle Romard

Expires 12-31-88
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Local media slow to recognize UCF sports
by John Story
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

•
•

The UCF sports program
has increased to the point of
national recognition. Yet the
local media have not given
UCF the kind of SUJ?port given
to larger programs at University of Florida and Florida
State University.
Steve Doyle, executive
sports editor of the Orlando
Sentinel, gave reasons for the
lack of coverage. "UCF hasn't
been around long," Doyle says.
"Until last year they almost
never got a front-page story.
Now that they have become

so would the circulation of the
more successful, they will get
paper. "There are a lot of
more coverage."
people who want to know
Up.iversity of Florida and
about UCF," Cefalo said.
Florida State University get
Doyle, however, says demothe majority of coverage in the
graphics tell him that the
Orlando area even though
majority of his read~rs with
UCF is located just 15 miles
college educations are either
east of downtown.
D o y 1e
Gator (UF) or Seminole (FSU)
says that it will take a lot for
UCF to ·gain the kind of supgraduates, not UCF alumni.
He says that if he checked, he
port froin the Orlando Sentinel
that the larger universities that the more the Orlando would not be surprised to find
have. He says UCF is going to Sentinel covers the Knights, that more Auburn and Georgia
have to consistently defeat the better. "If the Sentinel gets alumni and fans are in the
these-teams in sports such as behind us in all sports, this Orlando area also.
Cefalo disagrees. He feels
football and baseball before place is going to go wild,"
that the majority of the people
they will get the same cover- Cefalo explains.
Cefalo fees that if the who go to UCF are hometown
- age.
Bob Cefalo, UCF's sports OrlandoSentinel's coverage of people who have remained in
information director, says UCF athletics would increase, the Orlando area to continue

their education. "Those people
care about UCF," Cefalo said.
Doyle says that he would
like to see the day when UCF is
"big-time." But it will not be
any time soon, he say!B u t
things are slowly moving in
the direction desired by the
UCF athletic department.
"There has been more balance
in the last two years .in our
reportage of the news between
the schools," Doyle commented. "The number of stories has increased and we're
beginning to have a broader
base covering the schools."
Cefalo commented that
SEE SPORTS PAGE 12

Grand Opening

qeorgette

•

Fine Ladies' Apparel

The Wedding of Your Dreams Starts at Brenner's
•
•
•
•

Bridals
Brides Maids
Guest Dresses
Free Alterations

• Mothers' Gowns
• Banquets
• Parties
•Sizes 3 - 261/2

Special order from all Bridal magazines or
. choose from in-stock gowns with no waiting.
~ ~ \ rcentral Florida's reliable wedding tradition
' ·"
/ 1 for 48 years.
~ ,,. ; :. ,\
Call today for an appointment.
Brenner's Fashion Square
Brenner's Florida Mall

898-6122

855-7555

11865 East Colonial Dr
(in Alafaya Commons)
Orlando, Florida 32826

(407) 277-6742

........................

:
•
•

•

COUPON

~~····~····

:

!L!CTltlC ClltCU&.

:•

With This Coupon

••

Get 2 Tokens for the price of 1 · ••
Lake Howell Square
Goldenrod Square
!
1271 State Rd. 436
4084 North Goldenrod Rd. •
Casselberry, Florida
Winter Park, Aorida - :
NEXT To UNITED ARTisrs 0NEMA
NEXT To Purr CINEMA •

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

No\V Buying Back
Used Text Books

University Shoppes
University Blvd. at
Alafaya Trail
658-4612
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Afew of the students
who ·can now afford aMacintosh.

•

Introducing Apple's
Student Loan-to-Own Program:
Lots of students would like their own
Macintosh® computer at school. But not
many have the credit to buy one.
Which is why Apple created the Student
Loan-to-Own Program - an ingenious
program that makes getting your own
Macintosh as easy as using one.
Simply pick up an application at the
location listed below, or call 800-831-LOAN.

Have your parents fill it out sign it, and
send it. If they qualify, they 11 receive a
check in just a few weeks.
Best of all, the loan payments can be
spread over several years.

So, if a little credit is all thats keeping
you from a Macintosh why wait? With the
Student Loan-to-Own Program, Apple
makes it easy.

For more infonnation or an application
contact the UCF Corriputei;. Store at 281-5434

•
•

©1988 Apple Computer, Inc., Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

U~ity of Central Florida

..
•
•

•
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FROM PAGE 1

•

•

•

•

•

•

>

without any hope of
winning.. .I just want to start
winning."
He added that raising the
prestige of athletics, gets universities noticed.
''We know of bigger schools
because of athletics, not academics, n he said.
He added that all students
would benefit from larger don a ti ons brought in from
alumni and fans which may
eventually filter down to academics.
However, many students
disagreed with the validity of
these claims and objected to
such a high increase in their
athletic fee so quickly.
"I know that the athletic fee
is for all sports," said Scott
Fulton of the UCF Crew team.
"I am in one of those [sports],
and from the last [athletic fee]
increas~, our team didn't benefit at all."
Joyce Schoeneberg, a computer science major, felt the
price was too high. She said: "I
barely scrape enough money
as it is to pay tuition. I don't see
why I have to pay for Athletic
fees. I can't believe Denver
Stutler thinks this is justifiable."
Bret Shelton, an engineering major, agreed, saying, "It's
too much money from students." He said that at other
schools students pay for a season pass to attend athletic
events and suggested UCF do
the same. "fm for the football
program," he added, "but
that's too much."

Another suggestion came
from Chris Pinon, a mathematics major, who said: "The
university is for educational
purposes.
The money should go toward teachers' salaries or to
hire instructors' assistants."
She added that she is a graduate student and pays $62.00
per credit hour to attend UCF .
Yet according to UCF
Budget Director Jim Smith,
there are ·advantages to the fee
structure for part-time students. He said that the current
$16 flat fee causes an unfair
disadvantage to students who
commute to take one or two
classes and cannot attend athletic events.
The new fee would take
some of the burden off these
students, placing it on students more likely to attend
games and use facilities.
Dr. Bud Berringer, chair of
the Athletic Fees Committee,
said that students were well
represented at the fee hearing.
"This is a student decision," he
said, "four students voted in
favor of this [proposal]."
He added that UCF students do not think in terms of
long-range goals for the university.
"Students have a 19-yearold my-pocketbook type ofreasoning," he said. "This a commuter mentality. Students try
to take the easiest, cheapest
way out of the university."
He said the committee
voted down raising the fee by a
small amount each year so
they would not have to keep
asking for more money.
"People will keep complaining, n he said.

"People will
scream at
any
increase. We
might as well
get it all at
once."

McDowell agreed, saying:"!
think people will scream at
anyincrease. We might as well
get it all at once."
McDowell said he plans to

"If
sentiment sways
against it, I'll
work with
McDowell to
change it. "

continue to solicit funds from
other sources as well. 'The
athletic fee is not our only
source of revenue," he said.
"However, it is the only guar-

anteed source of revenue."
He added that if the- increase is approved, the athletic
fee would not be raised for at
least another four years.

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP.
U.S. Department of

Tro~sportotion

r!!!

SCHWARZENEGGER DEVITO

.)

SAVOR PREMIUM QUAL/1Y &
TRUE FRENCH TRADITION!
Thin, light and smooth-burning,
the exclusive French Light · gives
you the finest in tobacco
smoking pleasure.

... since 1838

ROLL W/111 THE BEST-~
- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ T[ MANUFACTURE R-5 COUPONI ExPIRES9130ia9f
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I
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I
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pay any sales tax. Any
St ate other use constitu1es fraud .
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I
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cially on Florida.
One of his latest, Orlando,
the City Beautiful, published
in 1984, is a full-color pictorial
essay on the history of the city.
If Shofner does step down in
August, he will begin "phased
retirement." This will permit
him to remain teaching fulltime witil he is 62. After that,
he may teach one semester a

SHOFNER
FROM PAGE3

"He has developed a department that is well thought of as
far as research," said Dr.
Kathryn Seidel of Arts and
Sciences.
Shofner's research has resulted in many books, espe-

year until he decides to retire
During that
completely.
one semester, he may teach a
full load of classes- anywhere
from nine to 12·= contact (or
credit) hours.
Students who have taken
Shofner's classes agree that he
is stern, but they enjoy his
teaching style."He's fair but
he's harsh," said Larry Gutier-

Don't be a Slave to Pain.

..

rez, a junior."One thing for
sure, he stabilized the department because he's been there
for so long." ·
,
Susan Fetter, a senior majoring in liberal studies, said,
"His teaching style is very informal. It was like 'Let me tell
you a story.' I'm glad to hear
he's still going to teach after he
steps down."

•

•

.

i- 1r~
It's a common story. People seeking chiropractic care only after
years of suffering.
On that first visit, they hear how completely natural chiropractic care
can end a variety of painful ailments.
What they hear makes sense and soon they find themselves really
enjoying life again.
,
Let us show you how naturally a common sense chiropractic approach can .stop many kinds of aches and pains. Call today to set up
an lnltlal consultation. .

C::entral Florida
C::hiropractic ~roup
WVIVl<>RE

E.

CHIAC>IPAACTIC
201 N . VVymore Ro a d
&47"-SSS<>

~IHI

l<IRl<IVIAN
C H I AC>IPRACTIC
48 N . Kirkm a n R o a d
2 9 1 -1 <>«><>

~<>L<>Nl~L

IAC>IPR.A.CTIC
9468 E. Colorile. 1 Drive
&SB-6500

IE'. II> <a IE'.W~'T' E R
C::::: . . I

541 O

RC>Fl"RAC::::TI~

Edgew ater Dri v e

29!5-.2661

BOOKEXC

Brought to you by ALPHA PHI OMEGA SERVICE FRATERNITY and STUDENT GOVERNMENT

How Does The Darn Thing Work?

l(lr

The Bookstore buys used books
at 50 percent of their new price
and sells them back to students
at 75 percent of their new price.
At the Book Exchange, you can
sell a used book for 62.5 percent
of its new porice, thereby making
more money than the Bookstore
will give you.
Be~ause

~
~

we don't tack on any
profit, the books we sell are
cheaper th~ the Bookstore's.

Whadda bargain!!

Details, details

•

WHERE: Student Center 215A
WHEN: 10 am to 5 pm · December 8-14
and Student Organizational Lounge
10 am to 5 pm January 5-li
·
•

•
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POLL
FROM PAGE 1

Floridaf It's The Law!_____

------:-----=----~---=---=--=-_::_-=-__;__-==-=-=-_::_:::__:_

MEGAMfJ. VIES
"THE CRITICS' CHOICE"
CELEBRATES THE OPENING OF THEIR

SUPER STORE
95 Alafaya Woods Blvd.• Located at Alafaya Square

366-8888

-FREE

wininDivisionIIwhymoveto

-1 a harder division? How many

people are g!>ingto go if we Jose
more?"
Many callers were confused
about the fee hike and how the
money would be spent. When
the football program mov~s
ahead, the other sports, by
law, must move forward also.
Presently, UCF has the
lowest athletic fee in Florida at
$1.92 per credit hour in addition to a $16 flat rate.
The new proposal would
bring foe highest athletic fee

LOTTERY

• Reservations • Popcorn • Monthly Newspaper•

The best keeps getting better!

r------r------,..------7------,

I S~turday I
R~nt 2
S1xpack .
Movies Get
Rent 6 or more movies 1 O
on Saturday return I
ne FREE
them on M~nday I Expires December 8th

1

I FREE 1 Year
1 Membership
I
with proper ID
I Expires December 4th

I ~ew and Pr_e- I
Movies I
1 viewed$9
95 I
I From •
I while supplies last I

FROM PAGE 1

growth will cause the amount
to increase slightly.
Bolte estimated UCF will
receive about $1.2 million next
year.
The state legislature and

9

in the state, $6.15 per credit
hour, ifthe plan goes through.
Several callers who were for
the increase cited the fact that
UCF students can attend
games for free.
Shawn Jefferson said: "At
the University of Florida and
Florida State University students must pay both an athletic fee and for tickets to
games."
Many responses fell under
the heading "you get what you
pay for." "IfUCF wants to become a big university with a
big name, we need to have a
successful athletic program,"
Shannon King said. "That's
how you become known."
the Board of Regents determine how much lo.t tery money
each school will receive and
what it will be spent on.
Thirty five percent of all
money spent on the lottery
tickets goes into the "Educational Enhancement Trust
Fund" to be distributed among
Florida schools.

ME~!tv.!.e! L ~E~~~J_M_!~A!!v.!.E! .l !!'::~~1!.sJ

---

,..............

+.;ELP

------.......

SA~

THE SIGHT
OF AMERICA
One person goes blind every 11

minutes in the United States.
Yet, nearly half of all blindness
can be prevented. Our goal is to
reach people in time - before
blindness strikes. Please help
us save the sights of America.

Sunday
December 11; 1988

PREVENT BLINDNESS

Student Center
Auditorium
2p.m. and 7p.m.

· student tickets and general admission tickets
at the Kiosk

•

STUDENT TICKETS - FREE
General Admission - $5.00

••
••
••KIDS NEED•••
•
THE
•
••BOYS
•
CLUB.•
• WENEED -.
•• YOURHELP.••
••
••
•••
•••
•
••
•·
•
•
BOYS CLUBS

..

: The Club that '
•beats the streets..&. •

•••••••••
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Student
Government
wisheS UCF
Happy
Holidays
anda
Safe
Break!

The UCF Campus parking lots will
be seal-coated and paint-striped
during the Christmas Break,
Dece01ber 17, 1988 through
January 3, 1989.
All vehicles lnust be removed. If
any cars are left they will be towed
at the owners' expense. The UCF
police d~partment will be notified
each day as to which parking lots
will be done on that day.

•

~
-RELAX YOUR WAY TO ASTRESS-FREE DAY
3 Relaxation TechniqtteS for Mana@ng Stress
We know that stress can actually be
good for you when it's balanced by
periods of relaxation. But the fact of
the matter is that many of us can'tor don't know how to-relax.
The following techniques can help
you learn to relax, and lessen the
adverse effects of stress.

(through your nose) until you begin
to feel your abdomen rise. Hold for 5
seconds, then exhale and begin the
cycle again. Repeat this exercise 4-5
times whenever you feel tense.
Deep, abdominal breathing takes
only a few seconds and can be done
anywhere. So, when you find
yourself tense and irritable, stop and
take a breather.

Deep Muscle Relaxatlon
One of the most common reactions
to stress is muscle tension. Deep
muscle relaxation helps you to relax
your entire body from head to toe by
first tensing. then relaxing various
muscle groups. The whole process
takes about 15 minutes and can be
done almost anywhere. First, sit (or
lie down) and close your eyes. Then,
tense your facial muscles (purse
your lips, squeeze your forehead,
etc.); hold for 5 seconds then relax.
Now move on to the neck and
shoulders-tense, hold, relax. Keep
on doing this for all the major muscle
groups-arms, back, abdominals,
hips, legs, feet By the time you're
done, your muscle tension will have
drained away and you'll feel revived
and refreshed.

Deep muscle relaxations relieves
muscle tension.

Breathing deeply Interrupts your stress

response.

Another reaction to stress is shallow,
rapid breathing. Deep, slow breathing
can actually interrupt your stress
response and help you to relax.
First, clear the "stale" air from your
lungs by exhaling slowly (through
your mouth) until your lungs feel
completely empty. Then, inhale

The power of suggestion helps you
"talk away" stress.

•

281-5841

By Karen Wedner

The Power Of Suggestion
Another technique for relieving
stress is autogenic (or self-regulating)
suggestion. With this technique you
tell yourself how you want to feel.
When you feel stressed, sit down,
close your 'eyes and give yourself
calming mental suggestions such as
"My arms are light and airy, I am
calm and peaceful," and so on. You
can focus on any and all parts of your
body that feel tense. By putting your
mind to it, you can talk yourself into
a more relaxed, tranquil frame of
mind and body.

Relax and Enjoy Ufe
Breathing Deeply

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

These are just a few of the many
ways you can help yourself relax and
relieve stress for a more enjoyable
lifestyle. The important thing to
remember is that it's not so much
how you relax that counts, but that
you take the time to relax. Relaxation
is one of the nic!'!St things you can do
for one of the nicest people you
lmow-you.
C
ClMf""'-""'rt_,.QIMl

For more information on Stress Busters, Jliofeedback & Relaxation, contact .X5841.

Student Health Service Hours

Over the last few years the Student 'Health
Service has added many services, requiring a
larger professional staff and an increased pharmacy and supply inventory.
In order to continue providing these services
and the present staffing we must condense otir
hours.
Therefore, effective January 3,1989 our new
hours will be: Monday-Friday: 8 am-10 pm.
We will continue to see only emergencies from
12 noon-1 pm.
Please note there will be no services available
on Saturday.
In addition, the schedule for the telephone
nurse (for appointments, lab results, que$tions,
etc.)will be changed to lOam-12 noon and 1 pm4 pm.
We regret the necessity for these changes but
feel we have no.choice.

•

.

•
•
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Ill
International Student
Holiday

FIELDHOUSE
FROM PAGE4

solved."
The parking lot for the fieldhouse will include retention
ponds, landscaped medians
and trees surrounding the
area, · according to Jerry C.
Osterhaus, director of facilities planning.

11

"That way it won't just be a and soil tests."
sea of asphalt," Osterhaus
The parking lot will be
said. "When it's completed, it funded with money the state
should be an impressive-look- granted for building costs.
ing parking lot."
According to Osterhaus, UCF
The total cost for the park- cannot ask the state legislaing lot is about $4.5 million.
ture for money to be used ex"A parking lot usually costs elusively for building new
about $1,000 per parking -parking lots.
space," Osterhaus said.
"Last year we requested $2
"That's after you include the
SEE PARKING PAGE 17
design fees, landscaping costs

CELEBRATE NEW YEAR'S WITH
FRIENDS IN THE SMOKY MOUNTAINS

DEC26-JAN1
Enjoy hiking, sightseeing,
snow skiing and a relaxing
atmosphere at beautiful Lake
Junaluska, NC. Cost is $175.00.
Open to all internationals.
Sponsored by InterVarsity
_ Christian Fellowship. Call
679-2588 for details .

•
"

•

.
UCF's proposed fieldhouse could bring a new parking lot. But students are skeptical because they
feel 1he lot will be too far away to walk from classroom.

~-I:''~ ~-':''~"

FOOD AND SPIRITS

itt

•:

Live Bands -- Wed. thru Sun .

•

Social Hours
2for1WeU•50¢ Draf~ • 3.50 Pitcher
Mon. - Fri. 11 AM - 7 PM
Mon. - Thurs. 11 PM - 12 AM
Sat. & Sun. 7 PM - 9 PM
Munchies & Hors d'oeuvres 4 PM- 7 PM

.f:

Daily Drink Specials

•
Thursday Night

Ladies Drink Free 9-11
Friday Night
FREE KEG PARTY

•

•
•

NEW YEARS EVE BASH
Live Entertainment,
Door Prizes, Party Favors
and Continental Breakfast
$20.00 advance
$25. 00 at the door
inclues champagne, all drinks &
hors d'oeuvres

Don't Feel Like Cooking?
Unexpected Guest?

1f

Call Us for Hot Delicious Take
Out or Come o·ine With Us

+

We Pride Ourselves with our

qi
TT

i

FAST DELICIOUS LUNCH

~j· ~

•

282. 2476 ~!Miwrlftyl!l .id__.___.

3:00-6:00 PM

SPECIAL

11845 E c I . ID .

.,,'7_

~

11 :00 MA-3:00 PM : ; ,

~ EARLY BIRD DINNER

~

}t

Regardless of Take Out or
Dine In·

. o onia rive
u AJafaya Commons'' ·
Orlando, FL 32826
IAlafayaat Hwy. SO)

,,,.i '1f

..:..&

74

,SC 1~~.1 [EB
•

:

Friendliness and Speed

:£~

12247 University Blvd.

i

OPEN
M-F 11 :00 AM -10:00 PM

SAT

SUN•
•

12:00-10:00 PM

1Aif t:-* ..f=

N

~

.

l[

c

~

3-

E:::J·-·

11

l',L., 7'r./:~
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Save the Manatee® Club

PETITIONS
FROM PAGE 1

After signing the petition,
Wes White, history major,
said, "Who did Stutler ask? I
could careless whether the
team went to I-AA" This in
reference to Stutler's quote of,
"What · I've heard from students, they thought it was justifiable," appearing in a Dec. 1
article.
Other students signing the

SPORTS
FROM PAGES

such writers in the area, such
as Craig Ewing with the
Orlando Sentinel, Chris
Brady, and Paul Owers with
The Central Florida Future,
havehelpedagreatdeal in the

petition considered the increase either a bad idea alto500 N. Maitland Avenue, Maitland, FL 32751
gether or to much of an inOr call for further information (407) 539-0990
crease all at once.
Some of the students voiced
·frustration with inadequate
It's Up To Us!
academic funding, and considered the increase to be the
· Join Today
wrong priority for UCF.
Brannan's efforts with the
Funds raised go toward public awareness, education and research efforts.
petition are hindered by finals
week and Christmas break, 1-----------------------------~
and she was still considering
any efforts continuing during
the spring semester.
last year with promoting the
UCF sports program.
"It's people like these, who
care enough about the university and its sports program
who are going to help this
school the most. Some day
people will be proud to say
that they went to UCF when
they see it on TV."

Tt£N

~A~O£N

CHINESE RESTAURANT

Prlvate Parties to Accomodate 35
reservations suggested

If you think

281-1864

you can't get it

t

~

HW\f.50

C!

N

UCF

D

f

•

11786 East Colonial Drive
Alafaya Village • Orlando, Fl

M-F: 11 :00-10:00 • S & S: 11 :30-10 :00 P.M.

you're dead wrong.

.

..
•

4315 N.O.B. Trail • Orlando, Florida 32804
Presents

All Ages Night
Ever)r Thursday & Sunday at 8 :OOpm
•

Featuring

Free Pepsi Products All Night

,,
I

•

''Pay on·ce at the door
and pay no more!''
.

.

Featuring the best in l)ance and Progressive Music
•
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Expenses rise for all students
Special Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES

Freshmen at the 500 most
expensive private campuses in
America will spend an average
of $11,132 in tuition, fees,
room and board this school
year, the College Board reported Sept. 8.

The Board, which also publishes summaries of college
costs and enrollments at public campuses, noted the 500
most expensive campuses
have about 75 percent of all the
students who go to independent - as opposed to public schools.
The $11,132 average represents a 7.39 percent increase

over 1986-87's prices.
The Consumer Price Index
- the government's measure
ofhowmuch all kinds of goods
and services cost Americans rose much slower, at 4.3 percent
During the same time period, private college campus
prices rose a total of 7.39 percent.

Impaired driver, and alw~ buckle up your ufety belt.

HEWLITT-PACKARD
FULINE
L LOF HP PLOTTERS
..

-

,

DRAFTING PLOTTERS:*
DRAFTMASTER I 8 PEN, A-E SIZE
DRAFTPRO 8 PEN, A-E SIZE
DESKTOP PLOTTERS:
HP7550A 8 PEN , NB SIZE, AUTO FEED
HP7475A 6 PEN, NB SIZE
HP COLOR PRO 6 PEN, A SIZE

LIST

$9;900
$8 ,995
$&.900
$1 ,896
$+,-295

CALL FOR CURRENT DISCOUNT PRICES

We carry plotter supplies & accessories
including pens, paper & transparencies

''I got AIDS
thro~li the P-ersonals~'

*NOTE: HP DRAFTPRO & DRAFTMASTER NOW
FEATURE A ONE YEAR ON SITE WARRANTY.

r.1n INTERNATIONAL
r..:31 Calculator & Computer

AIDS

2914 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081

If you think you can't get it, you're dead wrong.

We need
more of your
type.

UNITED DISCOUNT
JEWELERS
Going Out of Business Sale!

type you are
if you re a
donor you're·
the type this
world can't
live without.
Please give.

All merchandise must be sold by Jan. 1.
14K gold chains, charms, watches, rings,
pendants, earrings

Prices SLASHED for fast inventory
liquidation

ST. UDE ·NT
LEGAL SERVICES

(Cash & carry, VISA, Master Card, Choice, personal checks accepted)

DON'T MISS THIS SALE
Up to 60% off everything in store!
Jl

•

We are located in the K-mart Plaza
Corner of University Blvd. & Goldenrod

678-7379
Hours:
Monday-Saturday 10-6
Thursday-Friday 10-7
G.O.B. Permit #C088-05

...------------,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

COUPON

.

Additi.o nal
$10.00 off

I
I
I
I
I
I

any purchase of
$200.00 or more I••

L---------·----.J

Student Legal Services provides
students with assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumei:, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolusions. You can
receive attorney cosultation and representation FREE OF CHARGE to
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information

·. id.

<>r an appointment

Problems With... ·
• Landlords?
• Insurance?
·• Contracts?
•Police?

Need •.•
•A Will?
•. Name Change?
• Unccmtested · .
Diss·oiu~ion?

..
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u·cF Cellege Bowl

•

·Preliminaries

WHEN: January 17-19, 1989
7 p.m.
WHERE: Student Organizcltional
Lounge .
Pick up applications at the
Student Center Main Desk or the
Administration Information Booth
•

Deadline for sign up: Dec. 8, 1988

•

Dave

!Rudolf

' '1

· Dave Rudolf has been
performing on college .
campuses across the U.S.
since 1976 and can't
understand why he is still
even less known than Slim
Whitman, Boxcar Willie,
and the Jimmy Stir Polka
Band.
He has been
nominated
for
coffeehouse performer of
the year every year since
1983 and entertainer of
the year in 1984 and 1986.
Dave. has opened for such
performers as Cheech
and Chong, Ramsey
Lewis, and Tom Chapin.
• Dave also boasts seven
album releases and
recognition
by
"Newsweek" as one of the
most
frequently
recommened acts on the
college circut.

•
•

DEC.6

SAC
9-1.1 PM

•
•

•
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OUR VOLUNTEERS ENJOY THE

<AV~P.BO

BEST BENEFIT PACKAGE OF ALLrm
lnlomal

SUBS

•

Revenue
Sefvk:e

• of
A Public Service
This Publication &

A

t

•

Volunteer now. And you'll make someones taxes less t~~ ~ater.

Al'!faya & 50 (By Florida Choice)
@ HAPPY HOUR: Daily 1 ·.7 PM • ssisues

NEW from Hewlett-Packard

15

I

~--~~~--------1:-------------~
.AV!r.P.&O
12~i%~~eub 1AVlrPBO Buy~ Subs
IDB.$
get one 12-inch Sub I
~~lU..'l·9
~ (~
get a s1. Pitcher!
. .
I ~ . . ' · ~~

•

50

1

Expires 12-20-88
.,,

The HP-148 Business Calculator

Students:
Make the most of your
study time with this
easy-to-use calculator.

99¢

(must be 21)

Expires 12-20-88

The HP-425 RPN Scientific Calculator

Power to handle your
tough problems. And
it's the best one
available for matrix
and vector math!

·

Come in and try one today.
~;ti HEWLETT
a,:'~ PACKARO

-

INTERNATIONAL
Calculator & Computer

2914 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081

FREE CATALOG
of Government Books
hundreds of books on
agriculture, business,
children, energy, health ,·
history, space, and
much, much more. For a
free copy of this
catalog, write-

Free Catalog

The Smith Corona Correcting Cusette.

We've reformed the
correction srstem.1
. Prisoners of old-fa hioned
correction systems freedom i
here.
Smith Corona's Correcting
Cassette means an end to
twists, tangles and fumbles.
It's an easy-to-load, drop-in
correction tape you can insert in
mere seconds.
There are no spools to
unwind. No complicated threading. No more muttering under
your breath. It's that simple.
What's just as simple is
our Right Ribbon System'.MIt
simply prevents you f.rom
using the wrong combination
of ribbon and correcting
cassette.
You'll find our Correcting
Cassette and Right Ribbon
System on the Smith Corona
SL 600 typewriter.
You'll also find lots of other

gr at feature n the SL 600like the pell-Right' ' 50,000
word electronic dictionary, full
line correction, Wi rdEra er ·
and more.
You might expect a typewriter this phi ticated to cost
a bundle, but the L 600 is
urprisingly affordable.
All of which makes it
one of the best values
you can find today.
Case closed.

~111111 ~2r~T&t.i~ .
TOMORRCMr5 TECHNOl.OGY
An'OURTOUCH"'

For more information on this product, write to Smith Corona Corporation, 65 Locust Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06840
or Smith Corona (Canada Ltd.), 440 Thpscott Road, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MlB 1Y4 .
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T .CUTTERS®
Suncrest Village
10071 University Blvd.
(University &Dean)

679-6766

15o/o Discount

Hours:

l

• off regular prices
·with student, faculty or staff ID
• not valid with other offers

M-F 9:30-8:00
·Sat 9-5:30
12 5
Sun
-

Open 7 days for your convenience

WE HONOR ALL COMPETITORS' COUPONS!

p-;;:2;--1-20%-Off*

$4~95 H:-;.ir~ut; r-119:;s
(Regular $6.95)
All Hair Lengths.
: No Appoinbnent Necessary.

•Withthiseoupan. • •
..
OoodTluu
Not valid with any
l1/3l/88
other offer.
11..~•'1!'9.r~..

Cif·:d·•

I
I
I
I
I

Body
Wave
(Regular $24.9!5)

/ttdud~, CWI, $1ttmlpoO cl coltdilion
Long hair or specialty wraps
slighL additional charge.
Appointments recommended.
Walk-ins subject to availability.
•Withthiseoupan.
Not valid with III!)'
other offer.

-

Thru

~_.-::y ~l/88
w..,,.c..a~

I
I
In stock
COST CU I IW" and M€~US
I
Professional Line of
I
Haircare Products
I
~.
C:t~I·•
•MaybcWICd
with attached
coupomQ...._•-'.c..._...

OoodTbru

l2/3l/8S

'Windrift .9Lpartments
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE MYSTERY PHOTOGRJ.PHEP

•
•
•
•
•

SEMINOLE INVASION

Five beautiful floor plans - ideal for roommates
Mini blinds ; designer floor and wall coverings
Washer and dryer in every apartment home
Pool ; jacuzzi
Raquetball courts; tennis courts

The Central Florida Future's roving photographer caught another
Seminole fan on the UCF Knights campus outside the bookstore.
Our photographer is searching campus to find students wearing
promotional items representing other schools in an effort to slap
them on the wrist.

•Best of all: just a 10 minute drive from UCF

UCF Students/Faculty will receive a special discount:
· $100.00 off first month's rent

R

Windrift Apartments
949 Crowsnest Circle (Just Off Chickasaw Trail)
Orlando, FL 32810 • (407) 658-0973

Colcrlal

*

i American Red Cross Month+

AHOlllVI
~ OXTOllD COUMUtlllY

•

UNNERSITY

BOOKSTORE

St::ret:~h

Your Dollar...

BOOK
BUY-BACK
SELL YOUR TEXTBOOKS
BACK TO THE BOOKSTORE

DECEMBER 5TH - 16TH
STORE HOURS
DECEMBER 5 & 6 • 8:30AM - 7:00PM
DECEMBER 7 - 9 • 8:30AM - 5:00PM
DECEMBER 12 & 13 • 8:30AM ~ 8:00PM
DECEMBER 14 - 16 • 8:30AM - 5:00PM

'
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I

YOU CAN'T LIVE ON HOPE.
you think you can't get it,
dead wrong.
AIDS Ifwu're

cording to Leftwich. Students
would park their vehicles at
the fieldhouse parking lot and
ride a transit bus. The cost of
million in order to build new riding the transit system will
parking lots," Osterhaus ex- be included in student parking
plained, "but it was vetoed. In fees each semester.
Osterhaus does not think
order for the university to obtain funds for new parking the new parking lot will be so
lots, we need to build a new far away that a shuttle bus is
building. That way the state needed.
"We measured the distance
will give us the money
from the fieldhouse parking lot
needed."
But several UCF students to the nearest building on
remain skeptical about the campus," Osterhaus exidea of a parking lot so far plained, "and it was the same
a way from the main buildings [distance] as from any other
parking lot."
on campus.
Osterhaus also believes
"It's ridiculous to have to
walk that far," Terrance Koch, that a shuttle bus may not be
a Radio and Television major, popular with students comcommented. "I think students muting to school. They would
are really going to protest, es- have to park their cars and
pecially on days like Mondays then ride a bus to get to class.
· "Students at UCF are
and Wednesdays when all the
lucky," Osterhaus pointed out,
parking lots are full."
The idea of a shuttle bus "most of the parking lots are
taking students from the field- located close to the main buildhouse to the main buildings on ings when compared to other
campus is being explored, ac- universities."

PARKING

/HOPE
SHE DOESN'T
HAVE AIDS!
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Gears·
Vintage

Clot~g

Cyc es

Company'

Vintage Costumes, Masks
and Accessories.

~~..,;g~.s~~-ii~~~~~f~~~j~f~!~~~~

· --=~--: --=-~:.:./ 726 Vassar St. (College Park)-:~

(Across from UCF)

Orlando, FL 32802
~
~ -. :~-:· ~(305) 422-2012 . .~
. . . .·.. · . . .· ........_
. .
· .. ~ .

281 ·6488
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ILLUSIONS STUDIO
PRESENTS

A Special Gift for the Man in Your Life
One 8xl 0 glamour or boudoir portrait and
4 wallets or the

You have seen us on PM Magazine and read
about us in The Sentinel. Isn't it about time for
your Illusion?
Call us at: 898-0086 to arrange your appointment or to see samples

• Gift wrap with purchase
Gift certificates
• Layaway available
• Special prices for the holid~y season
• Other styles available
DR. JOHN J. HAMMERLI,
0

OPTOMETRIST

ILLUSIONS STUDIO
1033 E. Montana St. Orlando, FL 32803
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10279 E.

COLONIAL

ORLANDO,

FL

273-7370

DR.
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Special Report
The Athletic Fee Increase

,--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~--~----------~~~~~~~--,

Athletic fee too·
much .tOo soOn
An overwhelming number of students phoned our
office Friday to offer opinions about the proposed
athletic fee increase. And while the majority were
_against the fee as written, many supported the idea
in theory.
This, coupled with new information from an interview with Ckne McDowell and company, has moved
us to modify our stand on the issue.
·
Let's make a few admissions. First, while a strong
athleti~ program does not increase the value of ~
degree, it is much better to come from a UCLA or a
Florida State than from a Central California or a
North Florida Tech. Employers often associate name
recognition with quality.
Second, top-notch teams generate enthusiastic
supporters. Happy boosters are generous boosters
and prosperous athletic programs often filter money
to academics. However, we figure this benefit will
take time to develop.
Also, the new fee structure has some advantages.
Formerly, students were charged a flat fee of $16 plus
an hourly fee. This meant that students with one or
two classes paid almost as much as full-time students. The new fee only charges hourly, which shifts
the burden to those who are more likely to attend
athletic events.
Money aside, most of us would like to have a
strong athletic program, and this new system would
spread the burden more evenly among the different
types of students.
However ...
While we can agree with McDowell's goals, we feel
that the price is too high.
Contrary to some officials' views, many of us can
hardly afford to pay our bills.
And since administrators continually tell us to
look at the overall picture, we suggest they do the
same. The athletic fee is only part of our problem.
Students must contend with increasing tuition,
health fees and book prices not to mention a skyrocketing cost of living.
As it is, many students work one or more jobs and
still cannot afford to graduate on time. The degree
that once took four years to complete now takes five,
and the lengthening trend continues.
The bottom line is this: while we are moving
toward the same goal, students cannot afford this
pace.
An increase in the athletic fee needs to come
gradually. Dr. Bud Berringer, chair of the Athletic
Fees Committee, noted that students find this kind of
increase less painful. Yet he and his committee opted
to increase the fee in one fell swoop.
That doesn't make sense. None of our other expenses increase so drastically, and neither should
this one. Students should be given the chance to plan
for the increase and work around it gradually.
So we implore the Board of Regents to send the
proposal back to the committee for revisions, and let's
work out something everyone can live with.
_ If you would like to express an opinion on this
increase, the phone numbers for McDowell, Trevor
Colboum and Denver Stutler are listed on page seven.

1f:The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Aorida 32816
Business Office (407) 275-2b01, News Office (407) 275-2865

Editor In Chief

.,

Help academics, support athletic~
"Mr. Gilbert, we really like what we see here wrote for the student paper, worked three years at
the Sentinel, graduated with honors from the University of Central F1orida .... Uh oh .. "
"Excuse me?"
"UCF. That's the UCF Knights, right?"
"Yes sir, but I hardly see where that's rele ..."
"This would be the same Knights that lost to
Georgia Southern last year, right?"
"Well, yeah. Butitwasaprettyclosegame. If could
have held them in the third quarter, it would have
been a diff-"
"Well, I'm very sorry, Mr. Gilbert. But there's no
position available at this time. If you']] leave your
resume and clips with my secretary, I'll give you a call
when something comes up."
"But we're moving up to 1-M. next year, and were
in the Division II playoff the year before. An extra
scholarship or two and we11..."
Not to worry, UCF graduates. This could never
happen to you. See, Coach Ckne McDowell, President
Trevor Colbourn and Student Government President Denver Stutler (I think that's the correct order
here) have solved our little problem-or our problem
with being little.To hear them tell it, we're a glass
that's half empty, not half fu11.
I was naive like you once. But forget SAT or ACT
scores. GPA? Who needs it Who's going to take notice
of a university with a great engineering department?
That's not going to help us into a full Citrus Bowl on
New Year's or even get us onto a television channel
that doesn't hawk a Bamboo Steamer or Roger
Whitaker's Greatest Hits.
Give us a play-off contending Division I-AA team
anytime. Or dare I say, a Division 1-A team.
Quit shaking your head. You heard me. Do you
honestly believe Columbia, Harvard and Yale graduates boast grade-point averages to future employees?
Wake up and smell the coffee, UCF.

Those guys have great... Well, they've got great,
uh ... Lacrosse teams, and have had them for quite a
while. We're talking white-hot spotlight, folks.
Okay, that's all fine and good, you say, but what
can I do about it? Well, you can start by throwing in
some moolah to our boys fighting in the trenches.
And luckily for you, McDowell and company have
figured out a way to get you into the game, as it were.
Pending approval by the Board of Regents, we students will be asked to kick in $6.15 per credit-hour for
an athletic fee. The average full-time student (unless
the course he's an athlete), will either pay $73.80
extra or pack your bags. Let's face it, some people
have a way of asking for something.
"At first, Dr. Colbourn and I thought it was a little
steep, but from what I've heard from students, they
thought it was justifiable," Stutler said with Opiefrom-Mayberry grin that couldn't possibly lie. Would
these have been student-athletes you talked to,
Denver?
Is it coming any clearer? If our football team gains
national attention (presumably by beating the likes
of Georgia Southern and Northeast Connecticut Polytechnic A&M, all these corporations will overlook
little things such as computer departments using
slide-rulers).
To be sure, there's a direct relationship between
the caliber of the football or basketball teams and the
fiscal strength of the university.
It's something like better academics through athletics.
See, I told you it would all make sense ifyou looked
at it logically.

Leslie Jorgensen
....
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Managing Editor
Deputy Managing Editor
I Design
News Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Production Manager

Dave Sch lenker

• IN RESPONSE ...

R. Scott Horner

Business Ma~ager
Ad Production Manager
Classified Manager

Joe Teneriello
Jim Hobart
Scott Pruitt

Editor:
We appreciate the article written by Paul Gilbert 9f The Future
regarding the proposed increase in
student fees.
The information provided was
accurate as to the amount of
money requested and what it is to
be used for.
However, your editorial, written by your editorial staff, indicates that it is too expensive to
move from Division II to I-AA in
football.
The fact is, the move will only

Crickett Drake
Paul Owers
Angie Hyde
Kasha Kitts

Opinions expressed In Tiu Ce111ralFloridaFu1un are those of the editor or writer and not
necessarily those of the Board of Publications. Unlverstty Administration. or Boord of
Regents. letters to the Editor must be typed and Include the aulho(s signature.
major and phone number. Letters ore subject to editing dnd become the copy·
righted property of the newspaper. Tiu CentralFloridaFwure ls a free. non-profit, twice
weekly newspaper published during the academic year.

require $120,000 in additional
funding if we add 30 full scholarships.
This is only approximately 16
percent of the increase, balance
going to other improvements for
the athletics program. ·
Also, you indicate that studen~s
·will pay $73.80 for 12 semester
hours; yet it is the difference they
will pay or $34.40per12 semester
hours.
In fact, the average student load
is close to 10 credit hours - which
would be $12.30 less.
It should be recognized that
additional student fees are only

one source of the total additional
funds that are needed to have a
program all students can be proud
of.
Indeed, significant increases
will be needed from other funding
sources such as ticket sales,
booster donations, etc. to help
properly fund all sports, plus
complying with federal equity
laws.
Currently we are sponsoring 13
NCAA Division I varsity sports
and two club sports. All but baseball and football are men's and
SEE FEE PAGE 19
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our students with a well
rounded education.
FROM PAGE 18
Last season, student attendance averaged 8,000 per football game, a reflection of great
women's sports.
You hinted we can't beat student interest at UCF. In
teams like Georgia Southern fact, UCF set a national record
or other Division I-AA power- for attendance at Division II
houses.
The
facts football games.
In addition to athletics, our
stand that in the last four
years, we have only lost to marching band and cheerleadthree Division II schools and in ers receive the bulk of their
the last two years we have funding from the Athletic Debeaten and come close to many partment.
Yes, the visibility and expoDivision I-AA powers.
This year, each student's fee sure ofUCFis enhanced by the
allowed them to attend 149 athletic program. Yes, it inathletic events at no charge, creases the creditability and
which I think, has been attrac- perceived worth of a degree to
tive to a large number of stu- the public and especially to
employers.
dents.
Question.
In contrast, FSU and FlorArewehappywherewe are?
ida students have to pay for all
of their major athletic events Last month, our men's basketand many minor ones as well ball team lost 133-79 to FSU.
at an additional cost per stu- Are we happy losing by 54
dent of approximately $50-90 points? Of course not!
However, now we can only
per year.
Duriilg the 1970's, when allot 10 scholarships to FSU'S
these schools were in need of 15. Also, FSU has three fullassistant basketball
additional funding, the stu- time
dents paid for athletic events. coaches, whereas we have
At that time, the consumer none.
We contend that a fullyindex was considerably lower
and ifreviewed, would reflect a funded basketball program
much greater increase than we can give our students and
are proposing for UCF stu- other fans the same caliber of
basketball and visibility as
dents.
The visibility that athletics FSU and other major college
bring to a university enhances programs.
Our meetings with the feethe value of a degree, therefore, providing greater job setting committee, and the
largest group of students in
opportunities.
Athletics also provide ex- history at the public meeting,
cellent social outlets as well as was an encouraging display of
enhancing the competitive support for our program.
General agreement as to
spirit and pride of the univerthe
need
for this fee increase so
sity.
This is what education is all UCF can compete well with
about as we strive to provide other university athletic pro-

nt6
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grams.
We agree that it is impossible to arrive at a concensus
agreement affecting personal
finances, but the recommendations made by the fee-setting committee was unanimous.
We strive for excellence at
UCF and we need the help of
our allies - the students at
UCF.
In fact one student committee member stated that we
want to be successful and successful athletic programs help
to cultivate prominent universities.
Gene McDowell
Director ofAthletics
• FEE IS NOT SO BAD

Editor:
As an undergraduate and
graduate student of UCF for
the past seven years, I have
seen the image of the university change and grow. I feel the
athletic program is greatly responsible for the development
of the enhanced image.
I have had the luxury of attending two other colleges,
Florida and Auburn, as well as
serving as a college representative for the southeastern
region.
I feel based upon this I can
evaluate the student fee increase for athletics with an
educated opinion.
First, UCF students
have it made when it comes to
attending athletic functions,
for at both Florida and Auburn, students must pay an
athletic fee as well as purchase their tickets.

Secondly, it is impossible for
us to reach the caliber of athletic competition like FSU and
Florida without moving up to
their division.
That means more scholarships and greater improvements in the athletic program.
This cannot be done without
money. This increase and
move to Division I-AA represents the first step in competing with I-A schools like FSU,
Florida and Auburn. Then and
only then will we begin to receive money from TV contracts
and gate receipts.
Only then will we gain support and respect of fair
weather fans like you. Tickets
will be at a premium and I'll be
on the winning team.
It is important to encourage
students to support and take
pride in their athletic program. '
The student fee is one way
for students to show their endorsement for a better athletic
program. You owe it to yourself and future UCF students.

(I would like to see the fine
arts program expanded, but I
would certainly not expect the
entire student body to pay for
it.. )
Raise ticket prices, or
charge for the use of the athletic facilities - just stop extorting moneyfrom every UCF
student.
In light of this school's current parking crisis, I would be
willing to bet that there would
be interest in using this money
to provide more parking,
rather than having to increase
everyone's fees to see the football team move to I-AA.

Chris Choate
• WOMEN'S RIGHT TO LIFE

Editor:
This letter is in outraged response to the article by Andy
Campanaro condemning abortion. Mr. Campanaro, there
are several very basic facts
you have completely ignored in
advocating the illegalization of
abortion.
Karen Wedner
First, a primary reason
psychology abortion should continue to be
legal is that, legal or not,
•JUST SAY NO!!
women will continue to have
abortions. Setting aside, for
Editor:
now, the moral issue of
I have been a student at whether a fetus is a life or not,
UCF since the Fall of1985 and it is a fact that prior to the 1973
have, like thousands of others, Supreme Court decision legalhad to put up wjth paying the izing abortion (Roe vs. Wade),
mandatory athletic fee.
millions of American women
So far, I have paid $124 for had illegal, very dangerous
services and events in which I abortions anyway-often using
have absolutely no interest in. coat hangars, performed unLet the athletic fee go where der filthy conditions, and usuit belongs - to those who are ally done by money-seeking
interested in seeing·the athSEE LETTERS PAGE 21
letic program expand.
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1 Female needed to share 3 bdrm/ 2bth
House. Call for details. Sandi 678-2329.

Alpha Tau Omega
Good Luck everone on your upcoming exams, and Good Luck Grads IThank you Steve
T. for the GREAT Christmas Formalll Let's
get ready for a Big Rushl Everyone have a
very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year,
see ya the 7th.
Phi Delta Theta
Congratulations to the Pledge Class on being
initiated Saturday. Thanks for the bulletin
board II
Kappa Delta

Hey KD's, finals are here so study hard I Good
Luck! VaGation is just around the corner!

Toastmasters
Communicate with confidence I Learn the formula for success I Come to TOASTMASTERS
and see how. Weekly meetings- Thurs., Sam,
ED238. For more into call 275-4241.
UCF Environmental Society
Meets Tuesday 8pm
HPB360
All Welcome
Call Andrea for more information 894-8764

1111111•
Need Female Roommates to share 2bdrm/ 2
1/2bth Townhouse at Chancellor's Row. Just
Builtl Only $2001 mo. Please call Kara 6581635 or Elaine at (703) 323-0325.

Female Roomale Wanted for spring semester
'89. Share a room with another female, Duplex at Sherwood.Forest Apartments. 2bdrml
2bth,just$145. a month. Interested, call 6580571, leaveyour name, message, and phone
number.

Sweet Cheeks,
Congrats on your internship. You deserve and
have earned it Thanx for an eventful weekend. We'll have to "shoor the breeze again
real soon. Love you lots.
Happy Holidays. Santa !ones you.

Male roommate wanted to share 2bdrm/ 1bth
Duplex, 2 car garage, 5ml from UCF. $250.
mo. plus 112 utils. Call Kenny 271-6623 avail.
Jan. 1, 1989.

New split-level Home/ pool/ fireplace/ 3bdrm/
new furn & appliances/washer & dryer/ double
garage/ billiards! very nice! Corner Univ. &
Dean (2mln from UCF). Resp. Grad Preferred.
$280. mo. plus 1/3 bills/ call Howard at 6797645.

Chris Hobby- Happy Birthday, (dee. 6th.).
Good Luck with your exams this week, and
Merry Christmas- your seaet Santa

1•111•1
Government Homes from $1 (u-repalr).
Delinquent tax properly. Repossessions. Call
805-687-6000 ext. GH4628 for current repo
list.
Dining Room set, 4 chairs. BO. or $50. 282-

Female roommate wanted to share a 2bdrm/
2bth near UCF $200/month + 112 utilities. Call
380-7020 after 5.
Looking for Female non-smoking roommate
for spring to share my fully furnished 2bdrm/
1bthapartment7 minutes from campus. $205.
per month plus 112 utilities. Call Doreen at 3661896. After Dec 13, Call 1-407-725-2823.
Roommate Wanted
For a nice House on Park Av. Winter Park.
Very enjoyable environment. 3bdrm/ 2bth, W/
D, $250. + 1/3 utilities. Call Murat 647-3112 or
275-2111.

5684

IBM compatible XT 640K 20MB Hard Drive 1.
2M. Floppy monitor anrer 104 key board.
$975. Call 282-5684.
12-speed bike. Good cond. $100. call Scott
sn-7563
Full-size bed $75. small dresser + table wt
chairs. Call 380-7020 after 5.
Government Homes from $1.00. KU Repair".
Also taX delinquent property. Call 805-6449533. Ext. 506 for Info.

Nonsmoking roommate wanted to share 2bdr/
1&112 bth apt All rooms already furnished.
Located near 17-92 &Fairbanks, Winter Park.
Nice quiet area. Davis 647-5827.

75 Olds Delta 88. 80,000 miles, great boaV
trailer car. $1000. 380-7020.
Suzuki GS750L runs, mint, new chain, tire
sprockets. $875. 080 658-9127.

A variety of 2bdrm 1, 1112 &2 bth Apts. close
to School- all major appliances Included washer I dryers, limited. From $380 to $435
plus security. Call Jason at 281-4712

••••

Sales/Entrepreneur
Earn
$26,000(part-time)
a year.
Interested? Call
Rick at 875-a900.

Interested in a sales job that allows time for
studying? Suntan Center is looking for Parttirne (15-20 Hrs. per wk.) Sales Associates,
we will train you. Hourly wages plus commission.Apply In personat4950Hall Rd.#2. Next
to Shoals Apts. Call 67S-7n3

-

SOFTWARE NAME BRANDS 40 to SO°lo Off
Free Catalog write to MBS, P.O. Box 1893,
W.P. 32700-1893 Specify Comp. Type.

2bdrm/ 2bth. Duplex home close to campus.
Washer/ dryer and celling fans . $425 mo. Call
Jeff at 834-82n or 831-6346.
Now Leasing
Beautiful 2bdrm/ 2bth apartments at Forest
Highlands Apts. Call 282·5657 for more Information.

Moose,
You've made my first semester at
UCF tremendous. Thank you for everything,
Including all the dinners. Merry Chnstmoose ...
I love you!
Mouse.

Tall Dark and Sexyi
Good Luck with your finals, I know you11 do
great! Sorry about formal nlght,but you know
were I'd rather been I Have a great break. I'll
see you after Cajun Country. Merry Christmasllll P.S. What about New Years? Want to

~:;';!/,'In, in'""' •~le~·,

eff:
To the greatest big brother ever· thanks ror all
the help, concern, and most of all, fun I Have an
awesome Christmas and a successful New
Year. Get your racquetball shoes warmed up,
buddy.
Jimbo (BH 637)

86 Honda Civic Sedan.Automatic, air, amtfm
cassette, 4 door, cloth Interior, like new. 53K
miles. $6000. 282·5684.
86 Honda 'Civic SI. Air, fuel Inf., amlfm cassette, sun rool, tinted windows, plush int,
excellent cond. 46,000. m1. Must Sell! $5800.
call Scott sn-7563
Great Christmas Glftl 66 Mustang. Porsche
red/ fresh painV three speed. Come see itl
Make me an otter!
407-830-8927 Ask for Carl.

Deb& Doreen:
Hope everything goes well for both of you next
semester. You're both very special· Merry
Christmas @ Happy New Year. Be Careful!
Jimbo.

J.

A

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick, p<ofessional service. Free revisions.
UCPs oldest typing firm. Same day and
weekend service. VISA & MASTERCARD.
Oler 18,300 satisfied students and 4
groudles.
671-3007

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006. Rush Jobs.

~

Laser printed resumes $10. 658-1163.
L

Resumes and cover letters.
Designed/ revised/ typed- 657-0079.
Word Processing- Reports, Term Papers,
Corresp. Sec. exp. 671-8023.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF Campus
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word processing.
Fast• Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Read my lips, "No new taxes, 111 just raise the
old ones.
George Butch
P.S. Happy recession everybody II

mas.

Can you believe Diane Klippel is graduating?
Well, we can't so were throwing a Christmas/
Graduation/ Thank God exams are over, Party
on Friday, Dec. 16 at our apartment Everybody who Is somebody is invited- so come eat,
drink & be merry. Plenty ot eggnog and mistletoe for all. (If we don't want you there we11 be
sure to let you know). Happy Holidays.
Judy, Lillian, Laura, &
Karen.

Les,
Merry Christmas, Madame Editor! Make the most of your holiday break- you
deserve it! ··Your Secret Santa.

~

Do,
Have a great Holiday in the Islands. But not
too great,(please don't change the name).
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year, you
VIP. Guess Who?

Bobs,
•
Thanks ror all the support, and help through
this semester! I hope you have a great Christmas and New Year! Your a great Big Broll Ii II
YourllttleBro, Scott
~

Jiii,
You have been a great Big Sis! Thanks for all
the help, In everythinglll I hope you have a
great Christmas! I'll see you over the Holidays. Don't get to Merry! Your Lil Bro.Scott.

i

Typist. 20+years experience. Attention to detail and mechanics. Susie 273-2300, 9-5, 6474451 after 6 p.m.

Querida Raquelita,
Feliz Cumpleanos a ti y muchos
Te quiero,Kenslto.

B Try to get some sleep over Christmas
break. .. you11 need 111 Thanks for making this
semester so much fun. Have a safe@ happy
holiday, and a spectacular (and, of course

•IUy), Now Ve8'.

Excellent word processing - 366-0538.

Typing, word processing 275-6210.

Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44 through
the U.S. government? Get the facts today!
Call 1-312-742-1142. Ext 689.

Queso.

Lana,
The phone call was nothing I If you thank you
enjoyed Thanksgiving, just wait for Christmas! Santa is going to put something real nice
in your stockings. Hey linle girl, want to sit on
Santa's lap?! Merry Christmas.
Clark.

Wln.ter Park Condo for ren.t.
Lakeside Killarney Apartments
Call Kara at 281-1 052 or after 5pm Jerry at
629-6154.

Scotty,
_
I'm sorry I'm so slow to recognize when I have
a good thing. All I want for Christmas is you.
Love Chris.

Lance,
I bet your wondering who your secret santa is.
Well, you·11 have to wait until Friday, and even

:~~~~new,knowllSteve,
Merry Christmas and Happy Birthday you're
the coolest.
CFF Staff.

Happy holidays! Thanks for being there for me
lately. Are we having fun yet??! C
Dave, Your Secret Santa is watching!

-;;

c
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quacks. As a result, thousands
upon thousands of women
NAKED GUN - PG13
died horribly, wile many more
2:05-4:05-¢:05-8:05-10:05
2:10-4:10-¢:10-8:10-10: 10
were
seriously injured and/or
"11-lE LAND BEFORE TIME - G
STARTING FRIDAY:
l :50-4:15-¢:15-a: 15-10: 15
rendered infertile. So, while
"TWINS.
BLUEBERRY HILL - R
STARRING: SCHWARZENEGGER
your anti-choice movement
2:00-4:00-0:00-8:00. l 0:00
&DEVITO
claims to be "pro-life", you are
actually valuing the potential
existence of an unborn child
over and at the expense of the
Navy Nursing • Immediate Openings!
health, life and safety of milThe navy is seeking qualified applicants for the Nurse Corps. Must be no lions of women who, none can
older than 39, be in excellent health, have outstanding references, and a argue, are alive right now.
BSN or be a Diploma Graduate (108 week curriculum school). Work
There is no doubt that if aborexperience. will determine rank and salary. Location is guaranteed -- tion becomes illegal again, this
openings throughout the US. All moving expenses and travel paid. Free
senseless butchery will begin
medical/dental coverage, 30 days annual paid vacation, educational bene- anew. Is that your way of valufits, regular promotions. For more information, send resume to Navy Medical ing human life?
Second, you tout adoption
Programs, or call 1·800-342-9115, M-F, 9-2.
as
an alternative to abortion.
Navy Nurse. You Are Tomorrow. You Are The Navy.
"Have the baby ... there are
- - - - - - - - -- - -- - - -- - - - ----1 thousands of childless couples
who want to adopt," you say.
OVIEDO LODGE
How absurdly ignorant! If you
Ethel & Bob Fayette
would do the slightest bit of
Managers
research, you would find that
those couples are waiting for
Downtown, close to everything
healthy, white babies while
there is already a glut of milSpecial rates for guests at
lions of unwanted minority
weddings and other events
and handicapped children .
The vast majority of abortions
148 N. Central, Oviedo, Florida
are performed on poor, minor365-5276
~
ity women, most of whom are
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - , already struggling to support
numerous children by themANDRE C. JAKUBOWSKI, M.D., P.A.
selves, either by working or,
Obstetrics & Gynecology
too often, adding to the burden
Infertility & Laser Colopscopy
of our welfare system because
there is no affordable day care
Near U.C.F.
With First Office Visit
to enable them to leave their
4063 N. Goldenrod Rd.
children and work. Does the
FREE PAP
- Suite 5 world
need more unwanted
&
Winter Park, FL 32 792
children, who either end up
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL
10°/o Discount for
abused or neglected with their
(407) 679-5533
Students
parents, or grow old in an orSCROOGED - PG13
. 2:CX>-4:00-<>:00-8:00-l0:00

OLIVER I CO. - G
1:55.\3:55-5:55-7:55-9:55
ERNEST SAVES CHRISTMAS· PG

MOTEL

•

.alL

phanage, knowing no one
wants or loves them? Why
can't you see that the children
are the ones who suffer the
most when they are born when
they cannot be cared for properly? Why won't all those childless couples adopt any of the
needy children, who are already alive, waiting for a loving home? I think you know the
answer. It is a sad reflection.on
the values most Americans
still have, for the color of a
baby's skin to matter so much.
If, as you so glibly suggest,
pregnant women were to just
have all those babies ~yway,
they would either add the the
number of unwanted children,
living without any family at
all, in an orphanage, or the
children end up in a poor,
single-parent household, often
adding to the welfare problem
in this country. The facts are
there, if you would but pay
'attention to reality instead of
pretentiously moralizing.
Lastly, I must say that I
certainly can understand your
personal feeling that you
wouldn't want to have been
aborted, as you believe you
might have, had abortion be
legal when you were born. You
see, I was adopted. (I also
happen to be white, by the
way.) My birth mother was
very young and not ready or
able to support a child, so she
gave me up for adoption. I don't
know if she would have
aborted me if it was legal to do
so. So I, as a woman have
mixed feelings, personally as
to whether I would have an
abortion myself if I had to
make that decision. But, unlike you, Mr. Campanaro, I do
1

not advocate forcing my personal opinions on other people
by passing a law that limits
their options. I vehemently
defend the right of every
woman to make that choice for
herself. When you legislate
what an individual can and
cannot do with their own body,
you are approaching fasci sm
by repressing a fundamental
freedom, endangering the
right to privacy, and eliminating the rights of the individual.
Women are human beings and
an inalienable ijght of all
people is to have control over
their own bodies. You claim if
we were controlling our bodies,
we wouldn't become pregnant.
To some extent, that is true.
But neither are the fathers of
those babies! It works both
ways. AB long as we live in a
society where the responsibility for birth control and caring
for children falls upon the
mother, the right to decide if
and when to have a child must
be the woman's, as well. Now,
I'm sure we both agree that
irresponsible sex is reprehensible. That s why there should
be more sex education, it
should be more informative
and start at a younger age.
There should be more readily
available birth control, especially to poor women who lack
rudimentary knowledge about
their bodies right now, and so,
keep getting pregnant. We
also need more safe, effective
methods of birth control than
the limited number available
in the U.S. compared to Europe and Canada. And, we
need more equality in the roles
1

SEE OPINION PAGE 22
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Christmas Holiday
..
The Kiosk will close
December 9 at Spm and
reopen January 5 at 9am.
The Typing Room will close
December 16 at Spm and
reopen January 5 at 9am.
Extended Library hours will be
in effect from Dec. 8 -14
from 7:45am • Midnight
No Discount Tickets Available During Break!

FROM STU.DENT
GOVERNMENT
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OPINION
FROM PAGE 21

men and women are expected
to play regarding contraception and child-rearing, as well
as affordable day care. Those

fore, the decision if and when
to have a child, must belong t-0
the woman. Not.,the . government.
·

changes would benefit everyone, men, women and children.
That is why ·I, other
women's rights supporters
and, indeed, 70 percent of this
nation, believe the choice to
have an abortion and, there-

EstaKrukin
FJnvironme11+· "l!Jngineering

Kids Out of Control. ..
Know the warning signs:
• Refusal to do homework, get to school on time, or even to
go to school at all!

L

9442 E. COLONIAL• 282-5100

• Involvement with drugs, alcohol, or vandalism when with
friends!
• Teenaged or older friends with a history of problems
school or with the law!

at

c

•Open hostility, hitting or shoving of family members!
• Refusal to panicipale in family gatherings!
•Disappearance of money, jewelry, cameras, clothing or
other valuables!

:

• Pills. marijuana. pipes. or "papers" in your child's drawers
or room!

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

• Fear of your own child!

• Being arrested"for drugs, reek.Jess driving, assault and
bancry, vandalism. etc.!

Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 P.M.

• Not knowing where your child goes day or night!
• Fear that your marriage is endangered by your child's behavior!

Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon

•Feeling ashamed of your child's very existence!
Call us at (305) 352-7000 or 1-800-225-4930
Our medical and clinical staff will be available
to answer calls after the program. If you think someone
in your life is out of control,

Choir Rehearsal
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M.

We'll help them find a better way to stop the pain.

£m,lazh~
Trutiftc Oilldrcft lftll ~II
Wida ElllOboo.al ond o...nicu
Dopcedmcy Probke.

1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841

6601 Cencral ~Ad,.,...., Sa
World Ortmdo. R. nl21

(305) 352-7000 or
l..8()1).lls...931

WELCOME

HAVE A SAFE HOLIDAY BREAK AND
. GOOD LUCK ON FINAL EXAMS
~l._ j
Get your Pledge Cards and sign them
'~

~-

at the Kiosk or Wellness Center

· ·~
Suggestions for staying alive and having a
GREAT SAFE HOLIDAY BREAK:

• Don't Drink and Drive. Remember, the
leading c.ause of death for young people is
alcohol-related auto crashes.
'

• Don't ride with an alcohol or drug Impaired
driver. Over 20 percent of the fatally injured
victims in alcohol-related crashes are
passengers in the drinking driver's vehicle.
• AJways buckle up your safety belt. On
weekends between 7:00 pm and 3:00 am, In
some parts of the country, 10 percent of all
drivers are legally impaired or drunk. Your
safety belt Is your best defense against the
alcohol or drug Impaired driver. Buckle up!

I
------------------------------------------------~-

THE GREAT SAFE HOLIDAY BREAK
PLEDGE CARD

student at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
hereby sign this pledge for a GREAT SAFE
HOLIDAY BREAK. During this Holiday Season, I
will not drink and drive; I will not ride in an
automobile with an alcohol or drug impqired
driver; and I will always buckle up my safety
belt.
Signed:

1

•
f

..

•
•
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VOLLEYBALL
FROM PAGE 24

said.
"These kids don't need to be
juniors or seniors to know
what is going on."
In many of the tournaments
in which UCF played, several
players were named to the AllTournament teams.
For instance, in the Stetson
Invitational Tournament,
Linda Satiago and Marena
Potts were named to the AllToumament team.

The recognition indicates,
the strength of the players and
the team.
"Any time you get two or
more members of your team
named to the All-Tournament
teams, especially if you didn't
win the tournament, its a sign
of strength and respect from
the coaches," McClemmon
said.
"We placed more players on
the ·All-Championship team
than the team that was the
champion."
Marena Potts and Linda
Santiago were named to the
All-Championship team,

Carol Cupac was named to
second team, and Jennifer
Owen and Shannon Pack received Honorable Mentions.
The members of the team
will begin conditioning drills
in the early spring and will
beging playing later· in the
semester before the season
begins in the fall.
McClemmon summed up
this season ,and expressed her
desire to start a new one.
"I'd like to thank our supporters, to tell my team I'm
proud of them and that I'm
looking forward to the spring
and a new fall."

I( Your Cup

Run

n

e th
Over...

SPORTS BRIEFS
FROM PAGE 24

• LIONS' TICKETS

The Orlando Lions have
announced their1988 season
ticket prices.
Adults season packages cost
$50 and children 17-and-under can see a season's action
for $30.
The Lions, members of the
10-team American Soccer
League, will play 10 home
games at the Florida Citrus
Bowl-Orange County/Orlando
in 1989. Tampa Bay, Fort
Lauderdale and 1988 ASL
Champion Washington will
highlight the home schedule.
Play will begin in April and
conclude with the league
championship·s in August. Call

RUDY
FROM PAGE 24

Let Someone Else

Driveth You Home

"He (Barker} did a hell of a
job having to pick up the entire
workload of two teams by
himself," Rudy said. "That is

(407) 240-0769 for ticket information.
In other ASL off-season
news, a new franchise has
been awarded to a South New
Jersey/Philadelphia member
for the 1990 season.
Commission~r
Chuck
Blazer, who was re-elected by
the ASL board to his third oneyear term, made the announcement at the annual
league meeting in October.
He said the expansion has
been planned to accommodate
gradual growth with the objective of becoming nationally
known in sporting circles.
Compiled by Chris Brady
Send Sports Briefs to:
Chris Brady
c/o The Future
POBox25000
Orlando, Fl 32816

something that I will never do
again- coach both teams- and
he had real good seasons from
both teams."
Rudy summed up his feelings of Massachusetts by saying the work environment
created there is inducive to
happiness and success.

•

Corner of Dean Rd. + University

679-5800

Central Florida Editorial offlce at 275-286.S:
·
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5-7 p.m. Everyday
25¢ Draft
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The Mix
0-Tones

r---------,
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I

$2 COVER WEEKNIGHTS
AND SPECIALS:
TUES. 50¢ Drafts $1 Bud Longnecks
WED. $5 Live Music &
All-u-can-drinkl
THURS. Ladies Nite
~ All Wine Drinks Only $1.25

·f

LIVE MY~I~ TIJE~-SAT
DEC 7-8

MONDAY IS COMEDY NIGHT
25¢ DRAFTS 9-11 P.M.
Tuesday is PROGRESSIVE
NIGHT (ages 18 & up)

~ ~·

;;.:;.;:,~=dfff;;:

I

I

20°/o off
Pitcher

I

I
I

I
I (Limit 1 per customer) I
I expires 12-20-88
I

I

L---------...1
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Wed. $2.75 Pitcher Beer• $2.75 Doz. Oysters
Thurs. Free Omelet Bar 5-7pm • 2 for 1 Drinks
Live Entertainment: Jason Webb/
Buffet Show 8:00pm-Midnight
Fri. & Sat. Jason Webb Band 9:00pm-1 :OOam

@~:
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The sanbaJ Restaurant
Cassleton Corners Shopping Plaza
1007 N. Hwy. 436
North of Aloma on 436

677·0197
NO COVER CHARGE

do
something
greatforyour
bank account
12269 University Boulevard (across from U.C.F.)
1r~i:~rf.i~:::~r~•~~1tn~~:: 1~ : ~ 1 :1i:~H~!~ :~: 1 :1: :j1: 1:1~~1u1D:1¥i:1 :1: : 1 1: :1:1: n:1: : : : :,: : :1: : : : : §u:n, u1~:: : :1: : : : : 1:,: :1: : ·
Sp.m. - lOp.m.

$1.00
Imports

3p.m. - 6p.m.
All You Can Eat

50¢ Slice and
Buy One
Pitcher
Get One Free

lla.m. - 2p.m.

Brunch
All You Can Eat

$4.95

If you want to cre:;i.te some real excitement with
your banker, come and join the excitement at the new
T.G J. Friday's in Orlando.
We're opening our doors in the next few weeks. Right
now, we are hiring full- and part-time positions for all
shifts.
TGI Friday's Inc. i the nation's leading casual
restaurant. Join us and make this your best year ever.
Apply in person Monday through Saturday 9am-6pm to
the Compri Hotel, 8688 Palm Parkway, Lake Buena
Vista, Florida. EOE.

Rudy at ho111e in Mas·s achusetts
Former UCF soccer coach enjoys
school's environment, comraderie
tive which made me go to work with a
great attitude."
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Rudy said the positive attitude
helped him work better because of the
Former UCF soccer Coach Jim Rudy caring aspect at Massachusetts.
has continued his winning ways at the
"You want to do more when people
University of Massachusetts.
compliment you for doing a good job,"
Rudy, who left UCF last summer Rudy said. "There is far too less of that
after 16 years, guided the Massachu- at UCF. Up here, they give a damn
setts women's soccer team to a 14-3-1 about all of their programs. If they
record. The team lost to Wisconsin- {Massachusetts) are going to take the
Madison in the quarterfinals of the bleachers off the field, you are going to
NCAA playoffs.
know about it and have a say in it."
Ironically, UCF also lost in the quarRudy said a dean at the school travterfinals of the playoffs to North Caro- elled to Brown University to see their
lina. Quarterfinal victories by both game, which was played in inclement
teams would have set up a semifinal weather. Rudy added that Massachumatch up between Rudy and his former setts football Coach Jim Reed has been
players.
very positive and supportive.
"At the start of the season, I was
"He {Reed} was the first to console us
scared that we didn't have the talent after our playoff loss," Rudy said.
that Central Florida did," Rudy said. "There is none of that antagonistic
"But their attitude was incredible and 'we're the best and you're the rest'
that comes with the tradition and mentality here."
commitment of the Massachusetts
Rudy added that their is a team
program. Our strength' became our spirit and commitment in the Massaattitude."
chusetts' athletic department with all
Despite not advancing any farther of the programs pulling together.
than UCF, Rudy is not regretting his
"In a nutshell, there is a lot of talk
move to go to Massachusetts.
about excellence down there (UCF),
"The hardest part was leaving my but it is practiced here {Massachufriends and players by far," Rudy said. setts}," Rudy said. "I have been waiting
"But it became a very easy move be- for greatness at UCF, as practiced, for
cause the support up here is more posi- 16 years. The only greatness at UCF is
by Chris Brady

·

Former UCF soccer Coach Jim Rudy watches a practice. Rudy led his Massachusetts women's team to a 14-3-1 record and a spot in the NCAA quarterfinals.

what was generated within the soccer
program."
The Massachusetts' support is also
displayed through the home attendance figures and the facilities. Rudy
said the average home attendance was
300. He has a choice of12 practice fields
to practice on and the team plays in a
mini-stadium which is located next to
his office.
"All I have to worry about is coach-

ing," Rudy said. "I don't have to worry
about uniforms, game balls, setting up
the field or getting referees because it is
done for me. Everything up here is set
up to be successful."
The success of the UCF soccer teams
pleased Rudy. He complimented UCF
Coach Bill Barker for his job with the
men's and women's teams.

• SOCCER HONOR

Jan. 9. TheN'ke Three-poin t Shootout,
Five-man Bask etball and Soccer deadlines are Jan 17.
Top Gun Competition is a three-day
tournament for individuals. The competition include foul shooting, threepoint shooting and hoop golf.
Schick Superhoops is a three-onthree basketball tournament. The
winner advances to regional competition, which will be held at UCF. The
championship game for UCFs region
will be played at halftime of the Miami
Heat-San Antonio Spurs NBA basketball game Matrch 28. There will be a
men's and women's category.
The Nike Three-point Shootout is an
individual three-point competition.
Winners will advance and compete
during future UCF home basketball
games. Nike will offer various prizes.
Five-man basketball and soccer will
begin action on Jan. 18.
For more information, contact
Jam es Wilkening at Recreational Services - 275-2033.

UCF soccer coach Bill Barker was
n amed Coach of th e Year by the Florin
Intercollegiate Soccer Coaches Association last week.
Barker led th e men's team to a 10-41 record and the women's team to a 103-2 mark in his first season at the helm.
The women's team also qualified for
the NCAA playoffs, making it to the
quarterfinals.
Also, UCF soccer players Ian Gill,
Shawn Sprung and Bart Staeger were
named to the All-State team.
Gill, a senior forward, led the men's
team in scoring with 20 points. Gill
scored seven goals and six assists,
which were both team highs, on 35
shots on goal.
Sprung was second on the team in
goals and points with six and 14, respectively. The junior forward led the
team with 40 shots on goal and added
two assists.
Staeger, a freshmen defender, had
two assists and two points for the
Knights. He had 12 shots on goal.

•VOLLEYBALLACCOLADES
Five UCF volleyball players received all-conference honors after the
team's runn erup finish in the New
Women's South Athletic Conference
tournament.
Lady Knights Linda Santiago and
Marena Potts were named to the firstteam while Carol Cupac made the second-team.
Jennifer Owen and Shannon Pack
received honorable mention all-conference honors.
• INTRAMURAL SIGN-UP
UCF's recreational services has
announced the sign-up deadlines for
the first five intramural actiyjties for
next semester.
The deadline for sign-up for Top Gun
Competition and Schick Superhoops is

SEE RUDY PAGE 23

• BASEBALL CLINIC
UCF baseball Coach Jay Bergman
will conduct a baseball clinic Dec.10-11
at the UCF Baseball Complex for
youths, ages 7-17.
Sessions will be from 12 p.m. to 5
p.m. The Dec. 10 session will focus on
hitting and the Dec. 11 session will be
on pitching. Parents are welcome to
attend both session, which will include
drug and steroid education.
Bergman, along with his staff and
guest speakers, will give the instruction.
Cost is $15 per session or $25 for
both sessions. The clinic is limited to 80
campers. Each camper is responsible
for his own equipment.
For more information, contact the
Baseball Office at 275-2261.
SEE SPORTS BRIEFS PAGE 23
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